hese days there’s a new workflow in modern print
shops. Print professionals are trying to get their digital proofs to match the press, instead of matching
the press to the proofs. They’re doing this because it’s
easy to make a proof — especially a film-based analog
proof — that contains colors which can’t be achieved on
press.
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Here’s why
Often, the hues of the CMYK inks used in proofing systems don’t match the press inks. This alone can make
color matching problematic. Also, the dot gain characteristics of a given proofer and printing press are usually different. But often the biggest cause of color matching
problems is “wet trap.”

Wet Trap
On press, wet inks don’t stick together perfectly,
and there is always some “peelback” associated
with the second ink. This phenomenon is called
wet trap. Most proofing systems don’t have wet
trap issues because they are “Dry” systems and
there is no peelback. All colors trap at 99-100%.
On many presses, the yellow/magenta peelback in reds is
10% of the second color (which means the trap is only
90%), the yellow/cyan trap in greens is 80%, and the
magenta/cyan trap in blues is 70%. Based on this alone,
the deviation between press and proof can be dramatic
— 10-30% or more — and it varies depending on the
color.
Many printers try to compensate for this by using tone
reproduction curves. Unfortunately, this doesn’t solve the
problem because the proof behaves in a linear way and
the press does not.
On press, pure-color CMYK tints and vignettes trap to the
paper at 100%, but because of wet trap, other multi-ink
colors experience intensity fall-offs. The fall-offs are all
different, depending on the hue, making the press behavior bizarrely non-linear. As a result, a curve edit made to a
linear-behaving proofing system won’t correlate to the
non-linear press behavior. Additionally, global curve edits
tend to fix one thing, while breaking two others.
For example, when you adjust a yellow curve to fix a
problem with reds, the greens, gray balance and dark

blues are all thrown off. The same type of compromise
occurs when steering color on the press. What’s needed is
a way to take yellow out of reds without affecting greens,
grays and/or pure-yellow vignettes.

ICC-based color management
The solution is to use ICC-based color management,
which works by instantly transforming a source CMYK to
a new, color corrected CMYK — say from press CMYK to
proofer CMYK , dynamically, automatically simulating the
press behavior (even non-linear wet trap) on the proofer.
This process works well, but there is a hidden danger in
the typical color management workflow. Normal ICCbased color management uses a “device independent
connection space” called LAB to connect one
profiled device to another.
Because the CMYK to CMYK color management transformation runs through LAB,
which discards all original source CMYK
information, all elements in a file actually
completely re-separate — including the individual pure-color channels. As a result, ramps
of pure yellow usually end up with a cyan
scum dot, cyan acquires a magenta scum dot and magenta gets a cyan dot. Worst of all, black-only elements, such
as text and blends, completely re-separate to four-color
black.
If you are selling a customer a $200 dot-proof, you really
don’t want to have to explain why what’s supposed to be
pure yellow has cyan dots.

Link-o-lator
You can avoid these problems by using Left Dakota’s
Link-o-lator software to turn your ICC profiles into specialty ICC device links that bypass LAB and generate
direct CMYK-to-CMYK transformations.

Innovation
While most comparable programs build only rudimentary device links that offer little or no improvement over
using only ICC profiles, our innovative and easy-to-use
program, Link-o-lator, was specifically engineered to create the most sophisticated, state-of-the-art ICC-device
links which are optimized to fix the problems of the prepress and printing industry.

Link Benefits
In addition to all of the benefits of using
ICC profiles — hue-based color correction, automatic
dot gain and gray-balance adjustment, etc., Left Dakota
specialty ICC device links offer several additional
benefits.
You can:
• Preserve up to eight pure color channels.
• Preserve black-only text, blends and drop
shadows.
• Preserve contaminant-free cyan, magenta,
and yellow.
• Preserve special colors, such as registration black.
• Get more consistent color results,
regardless of computing platform —
Mac, Windows or Unix.
• Build black point compensation right
into the link, producing a better
dynamic range on the press &
digital/inkjet proofers.

Free Demo
If you would like to test Link-o-lator, you can download a free, fully-functional demonstration version of
the software from the Left Dakota web site at
www.leftdakota.com. The demo version of Link-o-lator
runs without limitations for three launches, allowing
you to create device links using your own ICC profiles.
If you try Link-o-lator, you’ll find that the perfect press
proofs you’ve been searching for are now possible.

Industry Support
Left Dakota device links are supported by all high-end
dot proofing systems, including those from Fuji, Creo,
Kodak and others, and they’re supported by many
high-end workflow products, such as ArtWork Systems
Nexus 7, by many high-end inkjet RIPS, including
Harlequin, Scanvec/Amiable, Wasatch and Oris, and by
specialty processing software like GretagMacbeth’s
IQueue.
Left Dakota device links are completely cross-platform
compatible, and will work with any application and on
any platform that supports ICC Device Links.

System Requirements:
Macintosh Computer running
System OS 9, OS 9 Classic,
or OS X.
ColorSync 3.03 or higher.

To purchase Link-o-lator, you can order directly from
Left Dakota, or visit one of our authorized resellers.

Left Dakota Authorized Reseller

www.leftdakota.com

